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HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY IN A BRAIDED TENSOR CATEGORY

JOHN C. BAEZ

Abstract. An /--algebra is an algebra A over k equipped with a Yang-Baxter

operator R: A ® A —> A ® A such that R(\ ® a) = a ® 1 , R{a ® 1) = 1 ® a ,

and the quasitriangularity conditions R(m ® /) = (/ ® m){R ® /)(/ ® R) and

R(I® m) = (m® /)(/® Ä)(Ä® /) hold, where m: A®A -> A is the multipli-
cation map and / : A —» A is the identity. Ä-algebras arise naturally as algebra

objects in a braided tensor category of fc-modules (e.g., the category of repre-

sentations of a quantum group). If m = mR2 , then A is both a left and right

module over the braided tensor product Ae = A§A0v , where Aop is simply

A equipped with the "opposite" multiplication map wop = mR. Moreover,

there is an explicit chain complex computing the braided Hochschild homology

HR(A) = To^'^A, A). When m = mR and R2 = id^®^ , this chain complex

admits a generalized shuffle product, and there is a homomorphism from the

r-commutative differential forms Qr(A) to HR(A).

1. Introduction

It has been known for some time that many constructions in commutative

algebra can be profitably extended to "supercommutative" algebras, that is, Z2-
graded algebras satisfying ab = (-l)degadegôèa. To do so, one follows the

simple rule that the twist map

a<8> b h-> b ® a

should be replaced everywhere by the graded twist map

a®6~(-l)de8adee*è®a.

This rule appears frequently in physics, where even and odd variables are used

to describe bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom, respectively.
More recently, developments in mathematical physics have led to a further

generalization of commutativity, in which the role of the symmetric group is

taken instead by the braid group. The twist map is thus replaced by an arbitrary

Yang-Baxter operator

a®b i-> R(a®b)

satisfying certain compatibility relations with multiplication. More precisely,

suppose that A is a unital algebra over a commutative ring k, and let m : A ®

A -> A denote the multiplication map and 7: A —* A the identity map. Then
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A is an r-algebra if there is an r-structure R: A ® A -» A ® A, an invertible

linear map satisfying: (1) the Yang-Baxter equation:

(R ® /)(/ ® Ä)(Ä ® 7) = (7 ® Ä)(Ä ® /)(/ ® i?),

(2) the quasitriangularity conditions:

R(m ® 7) = (7 ® w)(ü ® /)(/ ® Ä),     Ä(7 ® m) = (w ® 7)(7 ® Ä)(Ä ® 7),

and (3) the following conditions for all a £ A:

R(l®a) = a®l,    R(a®l) = l®a.

We say that A is " r-commutative" if in addition m = mR. For example, every

Z2 -graded algebra is an r-algebra with

R(a®b) = (-l)de&ade&bb®a,

and then r-commutativity reduces to supercommutativity. Many other interest-

ing noncommutative algebras are also r-commutative. These include quantum

groups [6, 7], quantum matrix algebras [7], quantum vector spaces [20, 22,

23, 31, 33], noncommutative tori [4, 26], the Weyl and Clifford algebras, and
certain universal enveloping algebras. i?-commutative algebras also arise quite
generally as semiclassical limits in the quantization of Poisson algebras.

As noted by Manin [20, 21], r-algebras may be defined simply as algebra

objects in braided tensor categories of k-modules. Roughly speaking, a braided
tensor category is a category with tensor products such that for any objects
U, V there is a "braiding"

Ru,v: (7® V ̂  V®U,

an isomorphism satisfying axioms generalizing the properties of the twist map.

The concept of a braided tensor category has its roots in Mac Lane's work [18]

on the category-theoretic foundations of associativity and commutativity, and

a certain class, the Tannakian categories, have long found wide application in

number theory and other subjects [5, 27]. More recently, braided tensor cate-

gories have been seen to arise naturally in a variety of closely related situations.
First, given a k-module V and an isomorphism R: V ®V —> V ® V satisfy-

ing the Yang-Baxter equation, one may canonically construct a braided tensor

category of A:-modules containing V for which Ry,v = R [17]. Second, the

category of representations of a quantum group over k is a braided tensor cat-

egory of k-modules, with the universal i?-matrix serving to define the braiding

[19, 30]. Third, certain braided tensor categories give rise to invariants of knots
and three-manifolds [10, 25]. Fourth, quantum field theories give rise to braided
tensor categories of vector spaces over C [9]. These field theories, in turn, are
closely related to statistical mechanics models [32].

Manin has proposed an approach to noncommutative geometry in which

one generalizes standard constructions of commutative algebra to algebras in a

braided tensor category. The author has taken this up [1], studying an analog

of differential forms that is applicable to any "strong" r-commutative algebra,

that is, one with R2 = id^^ . Certain nonstrong cases are also understood [2].

This approach to noncommutative geometry may at first seem orthogonal to
that taken by Connes [4], Tsygan [29], Loday-Quillen [24] and others, in which

one works with cyclic Hochschild chains to define cyclic homology as an analog
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of de Rham cohomology for noncommutative algebras. Here, however, we

begin a unification of these approaches by defining a generalization of Hochshild

homology for algebras in a braided tensor category. This extends the previous

generalization of Hochschild homology to supercommutative algebras.

The general strategy is to systematically replace the twist map wherever it

appears by the appropriate braiding. We begin by associating to any r-algebra
A an "opposite" r-algebra Aop with multiplication map mop - mR. The

algebra A then becomes a left module over Ae = A®Aop, where ® denotes

the "braided tensor product." We construct a flat resolution of A as an Ae-

module when A is flat over k . This enables us to compute Tor^ (E, A) for

a right ^e-module E by means of an explicit chain complex. The algebra

A itself is a right ^-module when A is "weakly r-commutative," that is,

m = mR2. This allows the construction of the "braided Hochschild homology"

HR(A) = Tot4'(A, A). In particular, when A is strong and r-commutative,

there is a product on HR(A) induced by a generalized shuffle product on the

corresponding chain complex. Recall that in the commutative case there is a

homomorphism from the differential forms over A to the Hochschild homology

of A, which is an isomorphism when A is smooth [11]. Here we construct a

homomorphism from the r-commutative generalization of differential forms to

HR(A).
The author is indebted to Ezra Getzler for raising the idea of generalizing

Hochschild cohomology to algebras in braided tensor categories, and for point-

ing out the difficulties. The author would also like to thank Minhyong Kim for

many helpful conversations.

2. Algebras in braided tensor categories

In earlier work on r-commutative algebra [1, 2], we worked directly from

the definition given above, avoiding the introduction of category theory. In
homological considerations, however, a small investment in the language of

tensor categories is amply repaid.
A monoidal category is a category fê equipped with a bifunctor ® : ^ x ^ —>

^, a functorial isomorphism

Au,v,fv: U® (V® W) -f (£7® V) ® W

called the associativity constraint, and an object 1 equipped with functorial

isomorphisms

lv:l®V -^V,     rv:V ®l^V,

satisfying:
(1) the pentagon axiom, namely that all diagrams

U ®(V ®(W ®X)) —^—» (U ®V)®(W ®X) —^ (U®(V®W))®X

idgU IA®id

U®((V®W)® X)->   (U ® (V ® W)) ® X

commute, and
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(2) The triangle axiom, namely that all diagrams

(U® 1)®V —?—* U®(\®V)

r®id \ /'id®/

U® V

commute.
A monoidal category ^ is said to be braided if for all objects U, V there

exist functorial isomorphisms

Ru,v: U® V ^ V®U,

satisfying the hexagon axioms, namely that all diagrams

and

(X®Y)®Z

X®(Y®Z)

id®«

X®(Z®Y)

X®(Y®Z)

4
(X®Y)®Z

R&ià

(Y®X)®Z

Z®(X®Y)

(Z®X)®Y

R®id

(X®Z)®Y

(Y®Z)®X

A

Y ®(Z®X)

id®R

Y®(X®Z)

commute. If ^ is a braided monoidal category such that Ry,u ° R-u,v —

idrj^v for all objects U, V, we say W is a symmetric monoidal category. In

a symmetric monoidal category, either of the two hexagon axioms implies the

other.
Given a commutative ring k , we define a tensor category of k-modules to be

a monoidal category W equipped with a faithful functor F to the category of

Ac-modules such that: (1) F(U ® V) = F(U) ® F(V), (2) F(Av,v,w) is the
natural isomorphism of Ac-modules,

F(U) ® (F(V) ® F(W)) ^ (F(U) ® F(V)) ®F(W),

(3) F(l) = k, (4) F(ly) and F(ry) are the natural isomorphisms of k-

modules,
k®F(V)^ F(V),     F(V)®k^ F(V).

A braided (resp. symmetric) tensor category of /c-modules is a braided (resp.

symmetric) monoidal category equipped with a faithful functor F to the cat-

egory of Ac-modules such that properties (l)-(5) above hold. The point is that
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while the associativity constraint A in S? is mapped to the usual associativity
constraint for Ac-modules, this need not hold of the braiding R. It is also im-

portant that while distinct objects in W may correspond to the same Ac-module,
distinct morphisms in £? correspond to distinct /c-module morphisms.

Henceforth we shall work in a fixed braided tensor category y of Ac-modules,

where k is some commutative ring. Because the associativity constraint in "V

maps to the standard one in the category of Ac-modules, and the pentagon axiom

allows us to reparenthesize tensor products in W in a coherent manner, we

simply omit parentheses around tensor products in 'V, and omit all mention

of the associativity constraint. We also identify objects and morphisms in 'V

with their images under F when this will cause no confusion.

One can easily prove generalized forms of the Yang-Baxter equation and the

quasitriangularity conditions in a braided tensor category. The quasitriangular-
ity conditions state that, for any objects U, V, W, X in y and morphism
/: U ® V —► X, the following diagrams commute:

U® V® W -^^ x®w

id®R

U ® W ® V R

Ä®id

W® U® V -^U W®X

w®u®v -i^L w®x

R®id

U® W® V

id®R

u®v®w /®id

R

X® w

These conditions follow from hexagon axiom together with the functoriality of

the braiding. There is also a dual version for morphisms /: X —► U® V, which

appears in the definition of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, but we will not need
this here. The Yang-Baxter equation follows from the first quasitriangularity

condition upon taking X — V ®U, f = Ru,v ■ It states that, for any objects

U, V, W in y, the following diagram commutes:

U® V® w
Rm/ \id®Ä

v®u®w u®w®v
id®tf l i R®id

v®w®u w®u®v

Ä®id 'W ®v ®u
id®/?
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Figure 1. The Yang-Baxter equation

Figure 2. The quasitriangularity conditions

Using quasitriangularity for the morphism /: Ac ® k —> k and property (4) of

tensor categories of Ac-modules, it follows that

Rk v(x ® v) = v ® x

and
Rv,kiv ® x) — x ® v

for all jc € Ac and v £ V . From these it also follows that

lvRy,k~rv,     ryRk,v = lv-

It proves very convenient to compute in a braided tensor category using

pictures.   Calculations of this sort have long been used in knot theory, es-

pecially by Kauffman [15, 16].  Their category-theoretic foundations have re-

cently been explored by Joyal and Street [12, 13].  If we denote the braiding
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Figure 3. Associativity

H
Figure 4. i?-commutativity

Ru,v- U ®V —* V ®U by the crossing of two strands and denote identity mor-

phisms by a vertical line, then the Yang-Baxter equation may be diagrammed

as in Figure 1. If in addition we denote the morphism /: U ® V —> W by the

joining of two strands, the quasitriangularity conditions may be diagrammed as

in Figure 2.
Now let us turn to the study of algebras in a braided tensor category. We

will only develop the ingredients necessary to set up Hochschild homology. To

begin with, we say that A is an algebra in y if A is an object in y equipped

with a multiplication map m £ Hom^(F ® V, V) satisfying associativity:

m(m ® id^) = m(idA ®m)

and a unit map i £ Hom^(Ác, V) satisfying

m(i ® idA) = ¡a,     m(idA®i) = rA.

It is easy to check that an algebra in y is indeed an r-algebra as defined in

the introduction, taking R = RAA. Conversely, given an r-algebra over a

commutative ring Ac, we may regard it as an algebra in some braided tensor

category of Ac-modules, using a construction of Lyubashenko [17].

We say that an algebra A in y is r-commutative if m = mRAA. Using

the joining of two strands to denote the multiplication map, associativity corre-
sponds to Figure 3, while r-commutativity corresponds to Figure 4. Even when

A is not r-commutative, mRA<A is an associative product on A . In fact:

Lemma 1. Let A be an algebra in V. Let Aop denote A with the multiplication
map mop = mRA _ A and the same unit map i. Then Aop is an algebra in y.

Proof. First we check associativity, by a four-step calculation shown in Figure

5. Writing R = RA¡A and id^ = 7, by definition we have mop(mop ® 7) =

mR(m ® I)(R ® 7). '
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WW1
Figure 5. Associativity of the opposite algebra

Step 1 : By quasitriangularity the latter equals

m(I ® m)(R ® 7)(7 ® R)(R ® 7).

Step 2: By associativity this equals

m(m ® I)(R ® 7)(7 ® R)(R ® I).

Step 3: By the Yang-Baxter equation this equals

m(m ® I)(I ® R)(R ® 7)(7 ® R).

Step 4: By quasitriangularity this equals

mR(I ® m)(I ® R),

which equals mop(I <g> mop), as desired. Checking that t is a unit map for mop

is straightforward:

mop(i ®I) = m(I ® i)RkiA = rARktA = lA ,

and

mop(I®i) = m(i®I)RA,k = lARAtk = rA.   D

The r-algebra Aop is called the opposite algebra of A . If the braiding RA t A
is the twist map this reduces to the opposite algebra as usually defined. Another

basic construction is the "braided tensor product" of algebras.

Lemma 2. Let A and B be algebras in y with products mA, m¿ and unit

maps iA, iß, respectively. Endowed with the multiplication map

M = (mA® mB)(idA ®RB,A ® idB)

and the unit map i = ia®ib , A®B is an algebra in y. (Here we are identifying

iA®iB'-k®k —> A® B with a map from k to A® B.)

Proof. First we check associativity, as shown in Figure 6.

Step 1 : Starting with

M(idA®B ®M) = (mA ® mB)(idA ®Rb,a ® idB)

(id^®£ ®mA ® mB)(idmB®A ®Rb,a ® id/?),
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Figure 6. Associativity of the braided tensor product

and using quasitriangularity, we obtain

(mA®mB)(idA®mA®idB®mB)(idA®2®RB,A®idB®2)(idA®RB,A®RB,A®idB).

Step 2: Using associativity twice, we obtain

(mA®mB)(mA®idA®mB®idB)(idA®2®RB,A®idB®2)(idA®RB!A®RB,A®idB).

Step 3: Using quasitriangularity again, this equals

(mA ® mB)(idA ®RB,A ® \dB)(mA ®mB® idy40Ä)(idi4 ®RB<A ® í<Íb®a®b)

or M(M ® id^0S).

To show that i is a unit map for M we note that

M(i ® iáA<g>B) = (mA ® mB)(iA ® (id^ ®iB)Rk,A ® idB) = LAm,

and similarly M(idA®B ®i) = rmB .   D

Given two algebras A, B £ y, we call the algebra A® B constructed in
Lemma 2 the braided tensor product of A and B. We write this algebra as

A®B to emphasize that it need not be isomorphic to the usual tensor prod-
uct of the algebras A and B. The braided tensor product generalizes the

well-known Z2-graded tensor product of Z2-graded algebras. Braided tensor

products are already visible in a number of other contexts as well. For exam-

ple, noncommutative tori are braided tensor products of algebras of Laurent
polynomials. (Geometrically speaking, one could say that a noncommutative

torus is a braided product of circles.) Also, the algebra of differential forms on

a quantum vector space with Hecke-type relations is the braided tensor product

of an " r-symmetric" and an " r-exterior" algebra [2].
One surprise is that the braided tensor product of r-commutative algebras

in y need not be r-commutative, although this is always true when y is

symmetric. More precisely:

Lemma 3. Let A and B be r-commutative algebras in y and suppose

Rb,aRA,b = v&A®b- Then A®B is r-commutative.

Proof. The proof is shown in Figure 7. Let M denote the multiplication map

for A®B. Then we need to show that M = MRA®BtA<S)B . By repeated use of

the hexagon axioms we have

Ra®b,a®b = (idA ®RA,B ® idB)(RA,A ® RB,B)(idA ®RB,A ® idB).
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Figure 7. i?-commutativity of the braided tensor prod-
uct of r-commutative algebras

Using the fact that Rb,aRa,b = idA0B , it follows that

MRa®b,a®b = (mA® mB)(RA,A®RB,B){ià.A®RB,A®ià.B).

Using the r-commutativity of A and B , it follows that

MRa®b,a®b = (mA ® mB)(idA ®RB,A ® idB) = M.   O

Given an algebra A in y, we define a left A-module in y to be an object E

of y together with a left action, a morphism a £ Hom^(^ ®E,E) satisfying

a(idA ®a) = a(m ® idE)   and   a(i ® ids) = Ie-

Given two left ^-modules (E, a) and (F, ß) in y, we define a left A-

module morphism in y to be a morphism / £ Hom^(7s, F) such that fa =

yS(id^ ®f). Right A -modules and right A -module morphisms in y are defined
analogously.

Let Ae denote the braided tensor product A®Aop .

Lemma 4. Let A be an algebra in y. Then A is a left Ae-module in y with

the left action X £ Hom^-(^e ® A, A) given by A = m(id^ ® mRAyA).

Proof. Let R denote RA, A and let M denote the multiplication map of Ae :

M = (m® mR)(idA ®R ® id^).

We need to show that A(id^ ® A) = X(M ® id^). The proof of this is shown
in Figure 8. We begin by considering

A(id^ ® X) = m(id^ ® mR)(idAe ® m(idA ® mR))

= m(idA ® m)(idA ® R(idA ® m))(idA®i ® mR).

Step 1 : By quasitriangularity this equals

m(idA ® m)(idA ®(m ® id^)(id^ ®R)(R ® idy4))(idj4®3 ® mR)

= m(idA ® m)(idA ®m® id/J)(id/4(g,2 ®R(idA ® m))(idA ®R ® R).

Step 2: By quasitriangularity this equals

m(idA ® m)(idA ®m® id^)(id/i»2 ®(m ® id/4)(id/4 ®R)(R ® id^))(id/4 ®R ® R).
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Figure 8. A is a left ^-module

Step 3: By the Yang-Baxter equation this equals

m(idA ® m)(idA ®m® id/4)(id/4®2 ® mR ® id^)

(id^«3 ®R)(idA®2 ®R ® id/4)(id^ ®R ® idA®i).

Step 4: Using associativity three times, this equals

m(idA ® m)(m ® id^ ® m)(idA®i ®R ® id/i)(idj4®3 ®R)

(idAis2 <8>R ® idj4)(id,4 ®R ® id^i).

Step 5: By quasitriangularity this equals

AT^id^ ® m)(m ® R)(idA®2 ®m® idj4)(id/4»2 ®R ® idyl)(id/4 ®R ® idA®i)

— m(idA ® mR)(m ® mR ® id/4)(id/4 ®R ® id^).

The latter expression equals X(M ® id a) , as was to be shown.

To complete the proof that A is a left action it suffices to note that / ® i : k ->
A® A is the unit map for Ae , and

X(i ® i ® id^) = m(id,4 ® mR)(i ® i ® id^)

= m(i ® m(idA ®i)Rk,A)

= m(i®rARk:A) = m(i®lA) = lA.   □

Unfortunately, there is no right action of Ae on A analogous to the left

action unless we introduce a further condition. Let us say that an r-algebra
A in y is weakly r-commutative if the multiplication map m : A ® A -> A

satisfies m = mR2A A . Note that this is the case if A is either r-commutative

or strong, i.e., R2A A = id^®^ .
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Lemma 5. Let A be a weakly r-commutative algebra in y. Then A is a right

Ae-module in y with the right action p £ Hom%r(A ® Ae, A) given by

p = mRAyA(m ®idA).

Proof. Writing R for RA<A and M for the multiplication map of Ae, we

need to show that p(p ® id^) = p(idA®m). We begin by using weak r-

commutativity to write

p(p ®idAe) - mR~l(m ® idA)(mR~l(m ® idA) ®id^®2).

By a sequence of six steps shown in Figure 9, this equals

mTi"1^®^® mJ?_1)(id/4®2®7î®id^).

These steps use: (1) associativity, (2) quasitriangularity, (3) quasitriangularity,
(4) associativity (twice), (5) the Yang-Baxter equation, and (6) quasitriangular-

ity. By weak r-commutativity the result is equal to

mR(idA ®m® mR)(idA®2 ®R ® id¿),

or m(idA ® m).

The proof that the unit map i ® i : k -» Ae satisfies p(idA ®i ® i) = rA is

similar to the calculation at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.   D

Figure 9.   A is a right ^-module if A is weakly r-
commutative
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3. Braided Hochschild homology

In this section we generalize the usual construction of Hochschild homology

to an arbitrary braided tensor category. Let Ac be a commutative ring, let y

be a fixed braided tensor category of Ac-modules, and let A be an algebra in
y. We begin by constructing a flat resolution of A as a left ^e-module, under

the assumption that A is flat as a Ac-module.
For n > 1, let a £ Homr(Ae ® A®" , A®") be given by

(a®b)®(ax®---®a„) h-» (m®id^®(n-2> ® m)(idA ®RA tA®n)(a® b ® ax ®---®a„).

Theorem 1. Suppose y a braided tensor category of k-modules, and A an

algebra in A. The map a is a left action of Ae on A®" . If A is flat over k,

A®" is aflat left Ae-modulefor n>2. Defining d„ £ Hom^(A®n, ¿®(»-0)
for n > 2 by

w-l

dn(ax ®---®a„) = ^(-l)'"1"1«! ® •■•®aiai+x ®---®a„,

i=i

then
-yA®i^A®2^A^0

is a long exact sequence of left Ae-module morphisms in y.

Proof. First, define K„ for n > -1 by

( Ae ® A®" ,       n>l,

Kn = l Ae, « = 0,

[a, n = -l.

We give K„ the structure of a left ^-module in y as follows. Define ß £
HomT(Ae ® K„ , K„) by

{M ® id^®n,       n > 1,

M, n = 0,

X, n = -1,

where M is a multiplication map for Ae , and X is the left action of Ae on

A. Then ß is a left action of Ae on Kn by Lemmas 1, 2, and 4. Note that

if A is a flat Ac-module, Kn is a flat yl*'-module for n > 0. Next, define

T £ Hom^(Kn , ¿®(»+2)) for n > -1 by

{idA®RA,A®»,       n>l,

id^, « = 0,

id^ , n = -1.

A calculation shows that a = Tß(idAe ®T~l). It follows that a is a left action

of Ae on A®n, and that if A is flat then A®" is a flat left ^-module for

n>2.
Exactness of the sequence

-,A^É\A®2^A^Q

is well-known [3], so the only thing left to show is that the maps dn are mor-

phisms of v4e-modules. It suffices to show that each map

fli ® • • • ® a„ !-► ax ® ■ ■ ■ ® flffli+i ® ■ ■■ ®an
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for i — 1, ... , n- 1, is a morphism of /C-modules in y. For I < i <n-l,

this follows directly from quasitriangularity, while for i = 1 and i = n-l one
must also use associativity.   D

Given an algebra A in y we define the acyclic braided Hochschild complex

K(A) to be the chain complex of left ^e-modules (K„(A), b')  (n > 0), where

Kn(A) = Ae ® A®n ,

taking A®° = k, and

b'„ = Tdn+2T-X,

with T: A®(n+T> —► K„ given by equation (1). Note that this complex really

depends only on the structure of A as an r-algebra, not on the braided tensor
category in which A is an algebra.

Corollary 1. The chain complex of left Ae-modules (A®^nJrX), d„+2) (where n >

0) ¿j isomorphic to K(A) by T: A®^n+2^ — Kn(A).

Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 1.   D

Corollary 2. Let A be an algebra in y, and let E be a right Ae-module in y.

Then there is a natural isomorphism between Torf (E, A) and H„(E®AeK(A)).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 using homological algebra [3].   D

Now suppose that A is weakly r-commutative. Then A has the structure

of a right Ae -module in y by Lemma 5. Note that in this case the chain

complex of Corollary 1 computing Tor^ (A, A) depends only on the structure

of A as an r-algebra. We call this complex the braided Hochschild complex of

A, C(A) = (Cn(A),bn), where

Cn(A) = A®AeKn(A)

and b„ = id^ ® b'n . We call the homology of this complex the braided Hochschild

homology of A, which we denote as HR(A).
Next we define a shuffle product on the braided Hochschild complex when A

is a strong r-commutative algebra. Together with the differential of C(A), this

will make C(A) into a differential graded algebra (with differential of degree

-1). Let Si, I < i < n , denote the standard generators of the braid group B„ ,

which satisfy the relations

SjSj = SjS¡,       11 - j\ > 2 ,       S¡Sj+ x S, = Si+ x SiSi+ x.

Let n: Bn —> S„ denote the canonical surjection onto the symmetric group,

which maps s„ to the elementary transposition on . Given ß £ B„ , we write

simply sign(/?) for sign(n(ß)). The notion of "shuffles" generalizes from the

symmetric group to the braid group as follows. Suppose that p + q = n . Begin-

ning with p red strands to the left of q blue strands, a braid in which at every

crossing a red strand crosses over and to the right of a blue strand is called a

(p, q)-shuffle. More algebraically, we define ß £ B„ to be a (p, #)-shuffle if it
is of the form

(Sx+i¡ ■ ■ -S2Sx)(s2+h ■ --5352) • • • (Sp+ip ---Sp+xSp)

where -1 < ij < n - j - 1, ij < iJ+x, and for z; = -1 we interpret the

(empty) product s/+/; • --Sj+xSj as 1 £ B„ . We denote the set of (p, i)-shuffles
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by sh(p, q). The canonical map from B„ to the symmetric group S„ defines a
one-to-one correspondence between sh(p, q) and the elements of S„ that are

normally referred to as (p, <?)-shuffles.
Now let V be an object in y. There is a unique representation of B„ on

V®" such that

s¡(vx ® ■ ■ ■ ® v„) = Vx ® • • • ® R(Vi ® Vi+x) ®---®v„.

Let TV = ®„>0 V®" . We define the shuffle product [■ ; •] on TV as follows:

Lemma 6. If V is an object in y, there is a graded associative product on TV

given by

[vx®---®vp;wx®---®wq]=    Y^    sign(ß)ß(vx®---®vp®Wx®---®wQ).

ß€sh(j>,q)

Proof. First note that given p, q, r with p + q + r = n , there are inclusions

of Bp, Bq, and Br in B„, given by s¡ i-> s¡, s¡ (->• s¡+p, and s¡ i-> Si+p+q ,

respectively. Similarly, there are inclusions of Bp+q and Bq+r in Bn given by

Si h-> Si and s¡ y-y s¡+p . Identifying by these inclusions, one can show using the

braid group relations that

sh(p + q, r)sh(p, q) = sh(p, q + r)sh(q, r).

Associativity of product given above then follows as for the standard shuffle

product.

Lemma 7. Suppose that V is an object in y with R2V v = idj/®K • Let

m: TV ® TV —> TV be given by m(x ® y) — [x ; y].  Then if x £ V®p and

y£V®i,
m(x®y) = (-l)pqmRv®p tV®q(x ®y).

Proof. Since R\, v is the identity, the representation of Bn on V®" factors

through a representation of S„ and the proof follows the usual proof of graded

commutativity of the shuffle product [28].   D

Identifying K(A) with Ae<g>TA, where TA is given the shuffle product,

K(A) inherits the structure of an algebra in y. Note that K(A) is a graded

algebra.

Theorem 2. Let A be a strong r-commutative algebra over a commutative ring

k, let K = K(A) be the acyclic braided Hochschild complex of A, and let m
denote the multiplication map for K. Then K is a differential graded algebra

with differential b' of degree -1, and for all x £ Kp and y £ Kq,

(2) m(x®y) = (-l)pqmRKp,Kil(x®y).

Proof. The algebra Ae is r-commutative by Lemma 3. Equation (2) then fol-

lows from Lemma 7 and the method of proof of Lemma 3.

We will show that for all x £ Kp and y £ Kq ,

(3) b'(xy) = b'(x)y + (-iyxb'(y).

Note that if this is known for given values of p, q , then

b'mRKq,Kp(x®y) = m(b' ®id+(-l)pid®b')RKqiKp(x®y)
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for all x £ Kq and y £ Kp . By equation (2) and quasitriangularity, it follows

that
b'(xy) = b'(x)y + (-iyxb'(y).

Thus in what follows we assume p <q .

By Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, b' is Ae-linear.  Using this together with

quasitriangularity, it follows that equation (3) for given x , y implies

b'((ex)(fy)) = b'(ex)(fy) + (-l)»(ex)b'(fy)

for all e, f £ Ae . Thus it suffices to prove equation (3) for x, y £ K of the

form

x = (1 ® I)®ax ®---®ap,

y = (1 ® l)®ap+i ®---®ap+g.

We prove this by induction on n = p + q, following Seibt's argument in the

standard case [28].
The cases « = 0,1 are trivial. For n = 2, the only nontrivial case occurs

forp = q = l, where

xy - 1 ® 1 ® (ax ® a2 - R(a\ ® a2)),

hence by r-commutativity

b'(xy) = ax ® 1 ® a2 + 1 ® RAlA(ax ®a2) - RA®2.A(l ® ax ® a2) - 1 ® ax ®a2.

On the other hand,

b'(x)y = ax ® I ® a2 - I ® ax ® a2

and

-xb'(y) = -Ra®i,a(1 ®ax®a2) + l ®RA,A(ax ®a2),

so using the fact that A is strong, equation (3) holds in this case.
Now assuming the inductive hypothesis for n - 1 > 2, we will prove it for

n . First, though, let s: Kk —> Kk+l be given by

s(a-x ®ao®---®ak) = (l ®RAlA(a-x ®ao)®ax ®---®ak).

An easy calculation (not using the fact that A  is strong or r-commutative)

shows that s is a contracting homotopy for K, i.e.,

(4) sb' + b's = id* .

Next, note that the left /l^-module structure of K and the natural homomor-

phism A —► Ae make K into a left yl-module, and that the product in K

satisfies a(uv) = (au)v for all a £ A and u, v £ K.

Now let

;x = (l®l)®a2®,--®tfp€ Kp_ x,

y = (1 ® l)®ap+2®---®a„ £ Kq_\.

We prove the induction hypothesis, equation (3), using the following identities,
which we verify below:

(5) xy = s(axxy + (-l)px(ap+xy)),

(6) b'(x)y = axxy - s(axb'(x)y + (-l)pb'(x)ap+xy),

(7) xb'(y) = xap+xy + s(axxb'(y)-(-l)pxap+xb'(y)).
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Using equations (4) and (5),

b'(xy) = a(xy + (-l)pap+xxy - sb1 (axxy + (-l)pxap+ly).

Using the fact that V is a left ^-module morphism, together with the induction

hypothesis, we have

b'(xy) = axxy + (-l)pxap+ly - s(axb'(x)y) + (-l)ps(axxb'(y))

- (-l)ps(b'(x)ap+ly) - s(xap+xb'(y)).

Equation (3) now follows from equations (6) and (7).

To prove equation (5), note that

s(axxy) = (1 ® 1)®      ]P      sign(ß)ax ® ß(a2 ® •••®a„)

ß€sh(p-\,q)

and

s(xap+iy) = (1®1)®     ^2      sign(ß)(idA®ß)(RA®ptA®idA®<q-i))(ax®---®an).
ß£sh(p,q-\)

Let i: B„-x ^> B„ denote the inclusion given by

i(Sk) = Sk+l-

Define the one-to-one map j: B„_x -> Bn (not a homomorphism) by

j(ß) = ßsx---sp.

We have

s(axxy) = (1 ® 1)®      Y2      sign(ß)i(ß)(ax ® ■ ■ ■ ® an),

ß€sh(p-l,q)

s(xap+iy) = (I ® 1)®      J]      sign(ß)j(ß)(ax®---®a„).
ßesh(p,q-\)

Note that i(sh(p-l, q)) and j(sh(p, q-l)) are contained in sh(p, q). More-
over, i(sh(p - 1, q)) and j(sh(p, q - 1)) are disjoint, since if s = n(ß) £ Sn

is the permutation corresponding to ß e i(sh(p - 1, q)) then s(l) = 1, while
if 5 = n(ß) for ß £ j(sh(p, q - 1)) then s(p + 1) = 1. Since sh(p, q) has
(P + qV-IpW- elements, a counting argument shows that sh(p, q) is the disjoint

union of i(sh(p - 1, q)) and j(sh(p, q - 1). Using the fact that

sign(i(ß)) = sign()S),     sign(j(ß)) = (-1 )p sign()S),

it follows that

s(axxy + (-l)pxap+ly) = (1 ® 1)®    ^    sign(yS)^(ai ® • •• ® a„) = xy

ß£sh(p,q)

as desired.
To conclude, we prove (6), omitting the proof of (7) as it is analogous. Note

first that

p-i
b'(x) -axx= Y2,(-l)' ® 1 ®ax ®---®aiai+\ ®---®ap

i=i
+ (-1)" ® RA®ip-\)yA(ax ®---®ap).
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(Here and below powers of -1 are taken as elements of A .) Thus

(8)
b'(x)y - a{xy

(P-\

Y2      signO?W^(-l)'® l®ß{ax ®---®a¡ai+l ®---®an) + (-l)p
ß€sh(p-\,q) 11=1

® (idA®ß)(RA®u,-\) >A ®id^»,)(ai ®-®a„)>.

Define i: Bn-2 -* Bn-x to be the homomorphism given by i(sk) = sk+l, and

define ;": 77„_2 -» Bn-x by j(ß) = i(ß)sx ■••sp-i. Since sh(p - 1, q) is the
disjoint union of i(sh(p-2, q)) and j(sh(p- 1, q - 1 )) we may write the right
side of (8) as the sum of two terms,

X =      Y2      sign(ß)<-I® I® a{a2® ß(a3®---®a„)
ß&sh(p-2,q) I

p-\

+ ^(-1)'® 1 ®ax ® ß(a2® •••®cía¿+i ®---®a„)

1=2

+ (-l)p® (idA®2®ß)(RA®ij,-o,A®idA®i){ax ®---®a„)\

and

Y =       Y2       nifliß) \ ! ® (id^®2 ®ß)(RA®r,A ® id^»«,-!))
ß€sh(j>-1,9-1) I

(i?/4®(P-D;j4®id^®i)(ai ® •••®a«) + 5I(_1)'+P(8> 1
i=i

® (id,4 ®ß)(RA®p,A ® id/18(,-i))(u2 ® • • • ® a,u;+i ® • • • ® a„) >.

It now suffices to check that the first term equals s(axb'(x)y), while the second

equals s(b'(x)ap+{y).   D

Noting that the braided Hochschild complex C(A) - A ®Ae K(A) is the
quotient of A® K(A) by an ideal, when the latter is regarded as the braided

tensor product A®K(A), we obtain a product on C(A).

Corollary 3. Let A be a strong r-commutative algebra over a commutative ring

k, let C = C(A) be the braided Hochschild complex of A, and let m denote
the multiplication map for C. Then C is a differential graded algebra with

differential b of degree -1, and for all x £ Cp and y £ Cq,

m(x®y) = (-iyqmRCp,c,{x®y).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.   D
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4. Hochschild homology and differential forms

Let A be a strong r-commutative r-algebra with r-structure R. By the

results of the previous section the braided Hochschild homology HR(A) is a
graded algebra with product induced by the shuffle product on the chain complex

C(A). In this section we recall the definition of the r-commutative differential

forms £Ir(A) and construct a natural homomorphism from them to HR(A).

First, let £lu(A) be the universal differential calculus over A [4, 14]. This

is a differential graded algebra with £l„(A) = A such that for any differential

graded algebra Q and any homomorphism /: A —> Q° , there exists a unique

differential graded algebra morphism / for which the following diagram com-

mutes:

ciu(A) —^—> n

î      I
A     —f—» Q°

Let m denote the multiplication map for 0.U(A). We define the differential

graded algebra of r-commutative differential forms over A, Qr(A) , to be the
quotient of £lu(A) by the differential ideal generated by dl together with the

range of the map

m(id^ ®d-(d® idA)R) : A®A-> Qlu(A).

These have been treated before when Ac is a field [1], and most of their prop-

erties carry over to the present situation. In particular, if m now denotes the

multiplication map for &r(A) , we have

adb = m(d ® idA)R(a ® b),

hence

dadb - -m(d ® d)R(a ® b)

for all a, b £ A, generalizing the usual identities which hold for differential

forms:
adb = (db)a,    dadb = -dbda.

Theorem 3. Let A be a strong r-commutative r-algebra. Then there is a unique

graded algebra hommomorphism f: Qr(A) —> HR(A),

f(a) = [a],       f(da) = [l®a].

Here [a] denotes the class in Hff(A) of a regarded as an element of Cq(A) =

A, and [1 ® a] denotes the class in HR(A) of a regarded as an element of

Cx(A)^A®2.

Proof. First, note that C„(A) = A®AeAe®A®n is isomorphic to ,4®("+1) under

the map
a®(b®c)®x^ p(a ®(b®c))®x,

where a, b, c £ A and x £ A®" . (An inverse is given by the map a ® x i->

a®(l®l)®x.) In what follows we will identify Cn(A) with ^(®("+1) under
this isomorphism. Note in particular that the boundary of a®b®c £ C2(A) is

ab ® c - a ® be + acl ® b¡,
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where for any b, c £ A we write R(b ®c) = J2¡c' ® °i> and suppress explicit

mention of the summation by the Einstein summation convention.

Next, note that Qr(A) may be defined as the graded algebra over A = £lR(A)

generated by elements da for a £ A subject to the relations:

d(aa + b) = ada + db,    d(ab) = adb + (db)a,    ¿1 = 0,

adb - m(d ® idA)R(a ®b),    dadb = -m(d ® d)R(a ® b),

for a, b £ A, a £ k. (The first two relations serve to define £lu(A), and

the last three define £Ir(A) as a quotient of the universal differential calculus.)

Thus /: Qr(A) -* HR(A) is clearly unique if it exists, and existence reduces
to showing that

(9) [1 ® (aa + b)] = a[l ®a] + [l ®b],

(10) [l®ab] = [a][l®b] + [l®a][b],

(11) [1®1] = 0,

(12) [a][l®b] = [l®bi][ai],

(13) [I ® a][l ® b] =-[I ® bl][l ® a¡].

Equation (9) is trivial. For equation (10), note that

a( 1 ® b) + ( 1 ® a)b - 1 ® ab = a ® b + b' ® a,<- 1 ® ab

in Cx(A) is the boundary of 1 ® a ® b £ C2(A). Similarly, the boundary of
1 ® 1 ® 1 £ C2(A) is 1 ® 1, proving equation (11). Equation (12) holds because
(1 ® b')a¡ = a ® b = a(l ® b) in Cx(A). Equation (13) also holds at the level
of chains:

(1 ®a)(l ®b)=l®a®b-l®b'®a¡ = -(l ® b')(l ®a¡).   D

In fact, the homomorphism /: £Ir(A) —► HR(A) is an isomorphism in de-

grees 0 and 1. Given an r-algebra let [A, A]r denote the r-commutator, the
span in A of elements of the form m(idA®A -R)(a ® b).

Corollary 4. Let A bean r-algebra. Then H$(A) = A/[A,A]R. If A is strong

and r-commutative then f is an isomorphism from SiR(A) = A to HR(A), and

from QlR(A) to HR(A).

Proof. Identifying C„(A) with ^®("+1) as in the proof of Theorem 3, the cy-

cles in Co (A) are identified with A , while the boundaries are identified with

[A, A]r. Thus when A is strong and r-commutative, /: Q°R(A) —► Hff(A) is
an isomorphism.

Also, when A is strong and r-commutative, we may define g: Cx(A) —►

£lR(A) by g(a®b) = adb. Since boundaries in C\(A) are spanned by elements

of the form ab ® c - a ® be + ac' ® b¡, which are annihilated by g, g serves

to define an inverse to /.   D

It would be interesting to find smoothness conditions on A that would im-

ply that / is an isomorphism in all degrees, thus generalizing the work of
Hochschild, Kostant and Rosenberg [11].

5. Conclusions

One could proceed to develop the theory of braided Hochschild and (in the
strong case) cyclic homology for r-algebras, but clearly it is more urgent to
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calculate it in certain cases and develop an understanding of its significance.

The lack of "stability" under deformations of ordinary Hochschild homology is

well-known. For noncommutative tori this was observed by Connes [4] (and see

also [26]), while for quantum groups this was shown by Feng and Tsygan [8].

In both these cases the algebras in question are r-commutative, so it would be

interesting to see if working with braided Hochschild homology would increase

stability. We know HR(A) for i = 0, 1 for a variety of algebras including
noncommutative tori and the Weyl algebra, by Corollary 4 and the results of
[1], and in these cases stability is indeed enhanced.

Some of our constructions could be placed more firmly in a categorical frame-
work by assuming that the category y admits direct sums, kernels and coker-

nels, and so on. Various extensions of the notion of a braided category appear
in the literature, such as "rigid quasitensor categories" and "braided compact
closed categories", so adopting such an approach would largely be a matter of
choosing among the available definitions.
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